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Universal scaling in active single-file dynamics
Pritha Dolai∗, Arghya Das, Anupam Kundu, Chandan Dasgupta, Abhishek Dhar and K. Vijay Kumar†
We study the single-file dynamics of three classes of active particles: run-and-tumble particles, active Brownian
particles and active Ornstein-Uhlenbeck particles. At high activity values, the particles, interacting via purely repulsive
and short-ranged forces, aggregate into several motile and dynamical clusters of comparable size, and do not display
bulk phase-segregation. In this dynamical steady-state, we find that the cluster size distribution of these aggregates
is a scaled function of the density and activity parameters across the three models of active particles with the same
scaling function. The velocity distribution of these motile clusters is non-Gaussian. We show that the effective
dynamics of these clusters can explain the observed emergent scaling of the mean-squared displacement of tagged
particles for all the three models with identical scaling exponents and functions. Concomitant with the clustering seen
at high activities, we observe that the static density correlation function displays rich structures, including multiple
peaks that are reminiscent of particle clustering induced by effective attractive interactions, while the dynamical
variant shows non-diffusive scaling. Our study reveals a universal scaling behavior in the single-file dynamics of
interacting active particles.
Introduction
Active matter is a novel class of driven nonequilibrium sys-
tems wherein the consumption and dissipation of energy
occurs at the level of the individual units1–3. This nonequi-
librium driving breaks detailed balance and can lead to the
emergence of surprising phenomena at large-scales. In-
teracting systems of active particles are known to phase-
separate4–6, show collective flocking states7–9 and do not
have a thermodynamic equation of state10,11. Although
much work has been done at the continuum level, deci-
phering the nonequilibrium statistical mechanics of inter-
acting self-propelled active particles remains a largely open
problem.
Scalar active matter generically consist of self-propelled
particles that interact with other particles via isotropic in-
teractions while their internal orientational degrees of free-
dom control the velocity of self-propulsion. In other words,
the interactions between these scalar active particles do
not depend on the orientations of the interacting pair of
particles. Within this framework, three broad classes of
scalar active particles have been considered4,5,12–19: (1)
run-and-tumble particles (RTPs), (2) active Brownian par-
ticles (ABPs), and (3) active Ornstein-Uhlenbeck particles
(AOUPs). These three classes are used as archetypal mod-
els in deciphering the nonequilibrium statistical physics
of active particles. The essential difference between the
three models lies in the characteristics of the active driving
forces.
Recent studies on the dynamics of swimming droplets in
confined geometries20, RTPs on a lattice21,22, and escape
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probability of ABPs in an open channel single-file driven
by an external force23 have demonstrated rich emergent
behavior in low-dimensional systems of interacting ac-
tive particles. However, the statistical physics underlying
single-file motion of active particles has not been explored
extensively. For passive equilibrium systems, it is well
known that the asymptotic behavior of the mean-squared
displacement (MSD) of tagged particles, confined to move
in a single-file, is sub-diffusive and is a scaled function of
the density and single-particle diffusivity24–32. What is the
statistical physics of a single file of active particles? Are
there scaling relations for the MSD of tagged active parti-
cles? It is well known that active particles cluster at high
activity values in two dimensions4. How does this cluster-
ing relate to the MSD of tagged particles? Does cluster-
ing lead to non-trivial features in the (static and dynamic)
density correlation functions? Are there universal statisti-
cal scaling behaviors among the three classes of interacting
scalar active particles confined to move in one-dimension?
In this study, we consider the statistical physics of ac-
tive particles in a single file geometry with periodic bound-
aries. We compare and contrast the dynamics of the three
classes of active particles mentioned above in this geome-
try. Our active particles are free to move continuously in
one-dimension while preserving their ordering. The main
result of our study is the following: at high activity, the
particles aggregate into dynamic motile clusters of compa-
rable sizes and we find that the cluster size distributions
(CSD), the MSD of tagged particles, and density correla-
tion functions display universal scaling, both with respect
to scaling exponents and scaling functions, across the three
models. We observe that the effective degrees of freedom
in this single-file geometry are the motile clusters of active
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particles, and provide a heuristic analysis of the dynamics
of these clusters that can rationalize the observed universal
scaling.
A single-file of active particles
We consider a system of N interacting active particles con-
fined to move on a one-dimensional line with periodic
boundary conditions. The equation of motion for the ith
active particle, with position coordinate xi at time t, is
dxi
dt
= vi+µ (Fi,i+1+Fi,i−1)+
√
2Dηi(t) (1)
where vi is the active velocity, µ is the translational mobil-
ity, D is the translational diffusion coefficient, and ηi is a
zero-mean unit-variance and uncorrelated Gaussian white
noise process. The ith active particle interacts only with
its nearest neighbours via the forces Fi,i±1 derived from a
purely repulsive Weeks-Chandler-Anderson (WCA) poten-
tial33
U(r) = ε
{
1
4 +
(σ
r
)12− (σr )6 , r < a
0, r > a
(2)
where ε and σ are the energy and length scales of the in-
teraction respectively, and the cutoff distance a= 21/6σ sets
the effective size of the particles.
The three classes of active particles are distinguished
by the nature of their active velocity vi. Each RTP has a
bounded and discrete active velocity vRTPi that flips between
vRTPi =±vR (3)
at a Poisson rate γ where vR is a fixed active speed. On the
other hand, the active velocity vABPi of each ABP is set by
an internal angular coordinate θi that itself undergoes rota-
tional diffusion. The evolution of θi and vABPi are governed
by
vABPi = vA cosθi,
dθi
dt
=
√
2Dr ζi(t) (4)
where Dr is a rotational diffusion constant and ζi(t) is an
uncorrelated Gaussian white noise process with zero-mean
and unit-variance. Thus, ABPs have a bounded but contin-
uous distribution of active velocities with a characteristic
active speed vA. The third class of active particles that we
consider, namely AOUPs, have an active velocity vAOUPi that
arises from an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process satisfying
τ
dvAOUPi
dt
=−vAOUPi +
√
2∆ ξi(t) (5)
where τ is a persistence-time constant, ∆ is the strength of
the noise-term and ξi(t) is an uncorrelated Gaussian white
noise process with zero-mean and unit-variance. Thus, the
active velocity of an AOUP is a continuous but unbounded
random variable. A characteristic active speed of AOUPs
is given by vO =
√
∆/τ. Notice that, even though the ac-
tive velocities, vRTPi , v
ABP
i and v
AOUP
i , are drawn from differ-
ent distributions, their two-point time-correlation, for each
model, has an exponential decay in all the three cases. This
ensures that the long-time dynamics of all the above three
classes of active-particles approach that of a passive Brow-
nian particle in the limit of small persistence time, which
corresponds to γ → ∞, Dr → ∞ and τ → 0 for RTPs, ABPs
and AOUPs respectively.
We first characterize the dynamics of an unconfined and
non-interacting active particle in one dimension. The MSD
〈∆x2〉 for the three classes of active particles are1,34
〈∆x2〉RTP =
(
vR
γ
)2 (
γ t− 1− e
−2γ t
2
)
+2Dt, (6)
〈∆x2〉ABP =
(
vA
Dr
)2 (
Drt−1+ e−Drt
)
+2Dt, (7)
〈∆x2〉AOUP = 2τ ∆
( t
τ
−1+ e−t/τ
)
+2Dt,
= 2(vOτ)2
( t
τ
−1+ e−t/τ
)
+2Dt. (8)
where 〈· · · 〉 indicate noise averages. It is clear from the
above equations that the MSD of free active particles is a
scaled function of the corresponding scaled times (γ t, Drt
and t/τ) and persistence lengths (vR/γ, vA/Dr and vOτ) for
each class. In fact, introducing a rescaled speed u and a
persistence-rate ω, and identifying
vR = u= vO, vA =
√
2u, γ = ω, Dr = 2ω = τ−1,
(9)
we notice that equations (6)-(8) are scaled functions of u
and ω with the same scaling function
〈∆x2〉= (u/ω)2 (ω t− (1− e−2ω t)/2)+2Dt. (10)
Also notice that, for D = 0, we have 〈∆x2〉 ∼ (ut)2 at short
times (compared to ω−1) and 〈∆x2〉 ∼ (u2/ω) t at long times
which allows us to identify the effective long-time diffusion
constant as u2/(2ω)34.
We note that the universal scaling behavior in equation
(10) is true for non-interacting particles in the absence of
an external potential. In the presence of a confining po-
tential it is known that the three classes can exhibit very
different behaviour. For example it is known that RTPs
and ABPs in harmonic traps can exhibit passive-to-active
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Fig. 1 Space-time trajectories of N = 100 active particles, shown by different colors, in a one-dimensional periodic domain at a
number-density ρ = 0.3 (which leads to a domain size of L= 300). Notice the similarity in the dynamics of motile clusters for the case
of interacting (a) RTPs, (b) ABPs, and (c) AOUPs. The translational diffusion coefficient D= 0, and the equivalent parameters, as
defined in equation (9), are u= 1 and ω = 10−2.
crossovers whereby their steady-state density distributions
change from being peaked at the centre to developing off-
centre peaks19,35,36 — in contrast AOUPs are always de-
scribed by centrally peaked Gaussian distributions17,37. A
natural question, then, is whether a universal scaling de-
scriptions exists for the statistical properties of active par-
ticles in the presence of interactions.
The main result of this study is that the cluster-size dis-
tribution, the mean-squared-displacements of tagged parti-
cles and the (static and dynamic) density-correlation func-
tions of a single-file of N interacting active particles in a
periodic box of size L are scaled functions of the number-
density ρ = N/L and equivalent activity parameters (u and
ω) across the three models of active particles. Note that
equation (9) defines a correspondence to identify equiva-
lent parameters across the three models, and we thus use u
and ω in the rest of the paper to present our scaling results.
To study the statistical dynamics of interacting active
particles, we perform explicit Langevin simulations of the
equation of motion (1) and the evolution equation for
the active velocity, equations (3)-(5), for the correspond-
ing model. We use σ , σ2/µε and ε/σ as the units of
length, time and force respectively, employ an explicit
Euler-Maruyama algorithm38 to integrate the Langevin
equations with a constant time step ∆t = 10−4 and extract
the various statistical distributions in the steady-state by
averaging over 103 noise realizations.
Particle trajectories and clusters
In Fig. 1, we display the trajectories of N = 100 interacting
active particles in a one-dimensional periodic box with a
number density ρ = N/L = 0.3 for the three classes (RTP,
ABP and AOUP). The dimensionless equivalent parameters
chosen were u= 1 and ω = 10−2, and the translational dif-
fusion coefficient D = 0. By a careful observation of the
particle trajectories, we deduce the following points.
First, the active particles form clusters. This is akin
to the phenomenon of motility-induced-phase-separation
(MIPS) seen in two-dimensional studies of interacting ac-
tive particles at high activity1,4. However, unlike in two-
dimensional systems, the aggregates of active particles
seen in Fig. 1 do not form a single big cluster. Rather, we
see several clusters of similar size. Note that the active
particles will form clusters only if they collide before their
velocities change sign. In other words, clustering occurs
only if the typical collision frequency ρu is larger than the
typical rate ω at which the active velocities flip their direc-
tions, i.e., if ρu/ω 1. On the other hand, if ρu/ω 1, the
particles reorient much faster than they collide with each
other and thus do not form clusters. In this case, the par-
ticle dynamics will be very similar to those of a system of
passive Brownian particles moving in a single-file. Thus,
a large-persistence length of the active particles (∼ u/ω)
compared to inter-particle spacing (∼ ρ−1) leads to parti-
cle clustering in our system.
Second, some of the clusters are motile. How do we un-
derstand this? From equation (1), the centre-of-mass xc
(= ∑ni xi/n) of a cluster of n particles (with D = 0) evolves
according to dxc/dt = vc where vc = ∑ni=1 vi/n is the centre-
of-mass velocity of the cluster. Thus, if vc 6= 0, the cluster is
a motile object. The emergence of moving clusters in our
continuum description is in sharp contrast to lattice models
of active particles with exclusion interactions where parti-
cles can only form static clusters22. It should be noted that
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Fig. 2 The dependence of average cluster size 〈n〉 on (a) the density ρ, (b) the active speed u and (c) the persistence-rate ω for
RTPs, ABPs and AOUPs. In each plot, the unvaried parameters are fixed at ω = 2×10−3, u= 1 and ρ = 0.15. The solid lines are a
guide to the eye. These plots suggest that the average cluster size 〈n〉 ∼√ρu/ω.
vc is itself a random variable and, as such, a stable cluster
with n particles can change its direction of motion in time
due to an internal rearrangement of the active velocities
of the particles contained in it. Thus, at large times, these
clusters of active particles themselves form emergent active
particles albeit with slower dynamics.
Third, the clusters associate to form larger aggregates
and break-up into smaller sized ones. When does a sta-
ble cluster split apart into two clusters due to an internal
rearrangements of the active velocities? Two active parti-
cles, with the first particle positioned to the left of the sec-
ond and having velocities v1 and v2 respectively, can form
a stable cluster for all configurations of vi except when
v1 < v2. As the active velocities vi of the particles com-
prising a cluster evolve independently of each other, cer-
tain configurations of the vi can thus destabilize a cluster
made of more than two particles. Consider a cluster com-
prised of n particles, and labelled such that i = 1 corre-
sponds to the leftmost particle and i = n corresponds to
the rightmost particle. An update to the active velocities
vi will split this cluster at the location following the mth-
particle if (i) vm < vc and vm+1 > vc, and (ii) (∑mi=1 vi)<mvc
and
(
∑ni=m+1 vi
)
> (n−m)vc. In other words, the n-particle
cluster will split into two clusters made of m and (n−m)-
particles if the active velocities vi of the particles switch
sign at the location following the mth-particle, and if the
cumulative sum of the active velocities to the left and right
of this splitting point are negative and positive respectively,
where both criteria are evaluated in the centre-of-mass
frame of the cluster. Notice that this criteria is akin to the
conditions by which a two particle cluster can break-up.
Fourth, the MSD of tagged particles must be intimately
related to the dynamics of these motile clusters. Any
tagged particle that is trapped inside a stable cluster is car-
ried along with it as long as that cluster exists. As the in-
dividual active particles are persistent random walkers, at
high activities, i.e., when ρu/ω  1, it is highly unlikely
to find isolated particles for extended durations. Thus,
the statistical dynamics of a tagged particle will essentially
be governed by the statistical dynamics of the clusters in
which they are buried. As such, any non-trivial properties
of clusters will be reflected in the dynamics of tagged par-
ticles and their density correlations as well.
In the following sections, we compute the steady-state
distributions of the sizes and centre-of-mass velocities of
these clusters. To connect this cluster statistics to tagged
particle MSD, we then develop a heuristic theory that re-
lates the emergent (quasi-particle) dynamics of clusters to
the way in which the average cluster size scales with ρu/ω.
We then compare the results of this heuristic scaling theory
with the MSD computed from our Langevin simulations.
Finally, we will discuss scaling behavior seen in two-point
correlations of the fluctuating density field.
Statistics of clusters
The trajectories of active particles shown in Fig. 1 suggest
a strong tendency of the active particles to cluster. As men-
tioned above, the particles form clusters for ρu/ω 1. Our
criteria for determining if two particles i and j form a clus-
ter is whether |xi− x j|< a, i.e., if i and j are interacting via
U(r) and feel a repulsive force, we consider them to form
a two-particle cluster in our numerics. Note that the sta-
tistical measures of clustering that we present below are
computed in the steady-state by allowing the system to re-
lax for long times t  1/ω starting from a random initial
condition.
With this criteria for clustering, we compute the average
cluster size 〈n〉 as a function of the number-density ρ, the
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Fig. 3 Cluster size distribution of (a) RTPs, (b) ABPs and (c) AOUPs for a system with N = 450 particles and various parameter
values. We note that P(n) is a monotonically decaying function of n and has an exponential tail at large n in each case. In (d), we
re-plot the distributions in (a-c) by scaling them as per our conjecture (12) and find that the data show a good scaling collapse for a
wide range of parameters.
active speed u and the velocity reorientation rate ω. The
plots in Fig. 2 suggest that the average cluster size for all
three classes of active particles behaves as
〈n〉 ∼
√
ρu
ω
(11)
in the regime where the active particles form clusters. Note
that 〈n〉 ∼ 1/√ω is consistent with earlier studies21.
What is the distribution of cluster sizes across the three
models and for various parameters? In Fig. 3(a-c), we
show the CSD for the three classes of active particles. We
note that (i) P(n) for interacting active particles has an
exponential decay at large n6,39, and (ii) P(n) is a mono-
tonically decaying function of n and does not peak at a
large value of n, which is consistent with the fact that our
one-dimensional system does not display any bulk phase-
segregation. To confirm the non-existence of bulk phase-
segregation in our single-file of active particles, we studied
larger systems (N = 1024 and N = 2048) of RTPs in regimes
of high activity ρu/ω  1. We found that the asymptotic
value of the average cluster size limt→∞〈n〉= n∗ approaches
a finite value and does not scale with the system size. This
asymptotic value n∗ is found to be independent of initial
conditions, starting with either random non-overlapping
particle positions or with an ordered cluster of particles,
and depends only on the system parameters. We show the
time-evolution of 〈n〉 in Fig. 4(a)-(b). Note that these re-
sults are consistent with previous studies21,22 and also with
coarse-grained theories that predict an initial coarsening
stage without any true bulk-segregation asymptotically4,40.
Rather, what is observed is a dynamical steady-state con-
sisting of motile clusters that continuously aggregate and
break-apart. We now characterize the statistical properties
of cluster in this steady-state.
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Fig. 4 Time-evolution of the average cluster size 〈n〉 for large
system sizes N of interacting RTPs (a) N = 1024 , (b) N = 2048 .
We find that the asymptotic value n∗ does not scale with the
system size and is also independent of the initial conditions. In
particular, we find that the value of n∗ for initial conditions that
start with all particles clustered is the same as that for initial
conditions that start with random non-overlapping particle
positions. Here we had ρ = 0.6, u= 1.0 and ω = 0.005.
We now conjecture that the full steady-state CSD of ac-
tive particles is a scaled function of
√
ρu/ω. With this con-
jecture, we found that the CSD for each model (RTP, ABP
and AOUP) can be collapsed onto a single scaling function
as shown in Fig. 3(d). Remarkably, we find that the CSD
collapses onto the same scaling function across all the three
models that we have studied for several parameter values.
In other words, our results suggest that the CSD for inter-
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acting active particles has the scaling form
P(n) =
√
ω
ρu
F
(
n
√
ω
ρu
)
(12)
where F is a universal scaling function. Note that since
ρu/ω is a dimensionless quantity, the pre-factor in the
equation above is empirically determined by requiring a
normalized P(n). Equation (11) suggests that we can also
rewrite the above equation using the average cluster size
〈n〉 as P(n) = 1/〈n〉 F (n/〈n〉). Note that our results in
Fig 3(d) suggest that the scaling function F is not a simple
exponential. We would like to emphasize the remarkable
scaling seen in Fig. 3(d) for all three classes of active parti-
cles, even though the individual particle dynamics for each
model is driven by active (stochastic) processes with very
different characteristics. In principle, each model of scalar
active particles could have had a different scaling function.
The fact that the data in Fig. 3(d) collapse onto a single
master curve indicates a certain universality in the cluster-
ing statistics across the three models.
Cluster velocity distribution
The CSD shown in Fig. 3 are at the steady-state and
marginalized over the centre-of-mass velocity vc of the clus-
ters. As is evident from Fig. 1, the clusters themselves dis-
play persistent motion. What is the distribution of their
centre-of-mass velocities?
The active velocity of each RTP is one of the two discrete
values ±u. Consider a stable cluster of n = n++ n− parti-
cles, where n± are the number of particles in the cluster
with velocities ±u respectively. The cluster velocity is then
vc = u(n+−n−)/n. Thus the spectrum of vc will be discrete,
vc/u ∈ [−1,1] with a step-size of 2/n. However, the statis-
tical weight associated with each of these discrete values
will be governed by the dynamics of clusters and is non-
trivial to calculate. In Fig. 5(a), we plot the probability
distribution P(vc/u) of the centre-of-mass velocities of RTP
clusters in the steady-state. Note that we have excluded
isolated particles in constructing this distribution and also
that P(vc/u) is marginalized over the size of the clusters.
From Fig. 5(a), we note that the distribution P(vc/u) is
clearly different from a discrete Gaussian distribution. In-
stead, there are significant peaks at non-zero values of vc/u.
In particular, we notice dominant peaks at vc = 0, vc = ±u
and vc = ±u/3. The dominant peak at vc = 0 results from
stationary stable clusters that have equal numbers of parti-
cles with oppositely directed active velocities. The peaks at
vc =±u result from configurations in which all the particles
constituting a cluster have the same active velocity. On the
other hand, the significant peaks at vc =±u/3 can only re-
sult from stable clusters containing n = 3,6,9, . . . particles.
We find that the primary contribution to these peaks arises
from three-particle clusters. However, other clusters (with
numbers in multiples of three) also contribute a non-zero
weight to these peaks. We have checked that the qualita-
tive features of P(vc/u) are independent of the number of
particles N in the system, even though the discrete spec-
trum has many more possible values.
The centre-of-mass velocity of an n-particle cluster of
ABPs can take on a continuous set of values between±u. In
Fig. 5(b), we plot the cluster velocity distribution P(vc/u)
for ABPs. Similar to the case of RTPs, we note that the dis-
tribution of P(vc/u) is non-Gaussian. However, there are no
prominent peaks other than the central peak at vc= 0 corre-
sponding to stationary clusters. Rather, we see a cusp-like
singularity around vc = 0 and a kink-like feature around
vc = ±u/3 in the distribution P(vc/u). Note that this kink-
like feature is akin to prominent peaks seen in the case of
RTPs at vc = ±u/3. Unlike the case of RTPs and ABPs, the
velocity distribution for AOUP clusters is neither discrete
nor bounded. Fig. 5(c) shows the distribution P(vc/u) for
AOUPs at different values of persistence-rates. The distri-
bution, however, is not Gaussian, even though the active
velocities of the individual AOUPs in the cluster are Gaus-
sian random deviates. This is a result of the non-trivial
constraints imposed by the stability criteria of a cluster.
In Fig. 4 (b), (c), we see that the P(vc/u) has a higher
probability for larger values of vc/u as the flipping-rate ω
increases. This can be understood as follows. The aver-
age cluster size 〈n〉 ∼√ρu/ω decreases with ω at fixed ρ
and u. As such, smaller sized clusters are more probable at
larger ω. For smaller sized clusters, it is more likely that
their center-of-mass velocity will increase in magnitude.
Conversely for small ω, larger clusters are more likely and
hence P(vc/u) will peak around zero. The probability of
larger values of vc/u, that require most particles in a clus-
ter to have the same active speed, will then reduce.
The results presented above suggest that the statistical
properties of clusters in the steady-state show non-trivial
scaling properties. Importantly, the CSD collapses onto a
single universal scaling function for various parameter val-
ues and also across the three models of active particles.
Does this universal scaling extend to dynamical descriptors
of the clustering of active particles?
Dynamics of tagged particles
The trajectories in Fig. 1 provide an important insight to
understand the MSD of tagged particles in our system. As
remarked earlier, the dynamics of tagged particles is essen-
tially governed by the dynamics of the clusters in which
they are embedded. In other words, the clusters, on the
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Fig. 5 (a) The cluster velocity distribution P(vc/u) for RTPs has a discrete spectrum of possible values for vc and shows dominant
peaks at vc = 0 (corresponding to stationary clusters), vc =±u/3 (corresponding to clusters with particle numbers n= 3,6,9, . . .) and
vc =±u (corresponding to clusters in which all the RTPs have the same active velocity). Note that the plots for different ω are shifted
for clarity. (b) For ABPs, the distribution P(vc/u) exhibits a cusp-like singularity at vc = 0 and a possible kink-like feature at
vc/u=±1/3. (c) For AOUPs, P(vc/u) is not Gaussian, even though the individual vi are Gaussian distributed. In all cases, u= 1,
ρ = 0.15 and N = 150.
timescales in which they do not break, can act as active
‘super-particles’ that move ballistically at short time-scales
(if vc 6= 0). On the same survival time-scales of the clus-
ters, internal rearrangements of the active particles consti-
tuting the cluster can ‘flip’ the direction of motion of the
entire cluster at some effective rate Ω. As such, for isolated
clusters that survive for long times (t  Ω−1), we would
expect to see emergent diffusive dynamics of the cluster
as a whole. This is similar to the dynamics of an active
particle which reverses its persistent motion (with speed
vc) at a rate Ω and leads to an effective diffusion constant
v2c/Ω at long-times34. If, as argued above, the clusters as a
whole behave like active super-particles, what is the effec-
tive persistence-rate Ω and the effective diffusion constant
Deff of a cluster of size n moving with an active velocity
vc? Within an emergent picture of motile clusters, we now
present a heuristic calculation for Ω and Deff, and relate it
to tagged particle dynamics. For ease of this analysis, we
consider the case of interacting RTPs. Similar considera-
tions apply for the other two models.
The effective velocity of a tagged particle embedded in
an isolated n-particle cluster of RTPs is just the centre-
of-mass velocity of the cluster vc = ∑ni=1 vi/n. Recall that
each vi is an independent random variable that can flip be-
tween vi = ±u at a rate ω. In a coarse-grained descrip-
tion of this cluster as an effective RTP, what is the rate
Ω at which vc flips sign? Notice that the range of vc/u is
[−1,1] with a step size of 2/n. Each possible flip of the vi
that does not break-apart the cluster can change vc. As-
suming, for the time-being, that an arbitrary configura-
tion {vi} does not break-apart the n-particle cluster, the
steady-state two-time correlation function of the centre-
of-mass velocity is 〈vc(t)vc(t ′)〉 = (u2/n) e−2ω|t−t ′|. At long
times, this de-correlation of vc would lead to a diffusion
of the centre-of-mass xc of the isolated cluster with an
MSD 〈∆x2c(t)〉 = 2Deff t where the effective diffusion con-
stant Deff = u2/(ω n). Notice that this simple estimate for
Deff was arrived at by assuming that all possible velocity
configurations are allowed, i.e., we included all internal
rearrangements that could have either stabilized or desta-
bilized the n-particle cluster. However, this estimate may
not be accurate. To allow for a more realistic estimate, we
make an ansatz that Deff ∼ v2c/Ω ∼ u2/(ω 〈n〉α) where α is
an unknown scaling exponent. We now outline a procedure
to independently evaluate Deff, v2c and Ω for the clusters,
which will then allow us to infer the exponent α.
Consider an isolated n-particle cluster of RTPs with each
particle flipping its velocity between vi = ±u at a Poisson
rate ω. Starting from a stable configuration of velocities
{vi}, we time evolve this cluster by discarding updates to
configurations that break it apart. After several such indi-
vidual particle velocity flips, the cluster velocity can switch
its direction amounting to a ‘tumble’ of the cluster as a
whole. Between two such successive tumbling events, the
cluster moves persistently, albeit with an active speed that
is no longer constant. In Fig. 6(a), we plot the distribu-
tion P(tc) of tumble-times tc of an isolated RTP cluster of
size n as inferred from the dynamics outlined above. We
find that P(tc) has an exponential tail at asymptotic val-
ues of tc, i.e., P(tc) ∼ exp(−Ω tc) much like that of an in-
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dividual RTP. This allows us to infer the tumble-rate Ω of
this cluster. For times much longer than its tumble-rate Ω,
the centre-of-mass xc of an isolated cluster of active parti-
cles will diffuse with an effective diffusion constant Deff. In
Fig. 6(b), we plot the MSD 〈∆x2c〉 of isolated clusters of var-
ious sizes. We note that this MSD is super-diffusive at short
times (t  Ω−1) and crosses over to a diffusive regime at
long times. The asymptotic behavior of this MSD allows
us to evaluate the effective diffusion constant Deff of the
cluster. Thus, from the above procedures, we can indepen-
dently evaluate v2c , Ω and Deff for an n-particle cluster of
RTPs. In Fig. 6(c), we plot the cluster size dependence of
the centre-of-mass velocity and the effective flipping rate
and find that v2c ∼ 1/n and Ω ∼ 1/n. Finally, in Fig. 6(d),
we compare the measured values of Deff and v2c/Ω for clus-
ters of various sizes and find that they agree with each for
a range of cluster sizes. We thus infer that the scaling expo-
nent α ≈ 0. In other words, the effective diffusion constant
of an isolated cluster of RTPs is
Deff ∼ v
2
c
Ω
≈ constant, (13)
and is independent of the cluster size.
We now return to the dynamics of tagged particles in
our system. As discussed earlier, in a single file of active
particles, the clusters act as active super-particles that can
flip their motility directions and eventually diffuse on long
time scales. From the preceding analysis, we have seen
that the effective diffusion coefficient of an isolated clus-
ter of active particles is independent of the cluster size.
Thus, the emergent picture for our single-file at long times
is that of diffusing clusters moving in a single file. It is well
known25–27 that the MSD of a tagged particle in a single file
of diffusing Brownian particles (with diffusion constant D
and particle-density ρ) has a scaling form 〈∆x2〉 = √Dt/ρ
in the sub-diffusive regime. As such, for our diffusing
clusters of active particles with effective diffusion constant
Deff and a cluster-density ρcl = ρ/〈n〉, we would expect
that the MSD of tagged active particle clusters would be
〈∆x2〉 ∼√Deff t/ρcl. Using equations (11) and (13), we thus
get
〈∆x2〉 ∼
√
u2t
ω
〈n〉
ρ
∼
√
u2t
ω
1
ρ
√
ρu
ω
=
1
ρ2
(ρu
ω
)3/2 √
ωt.
(14)
We now conjecture that Eq. (14) is the asymptotic limit
of the following scaling form for the MSD of tagged active
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Fig. 6 Characterizing an isolated cluster of active particles
using the dynamics outlined in the text. (a) For stable clusters,
the tumble time distribution P(tc) of the cluster has an
exponential tail. From this exponential tail, we extract the
effective tumble-rate Ω of a cluster of size n. (b) The
centre-of-mass MSD 〈∆x2c〉 of an isolated cluster of active
particles shows a crossover from super-diffusive dynamics at
short times to a diffusive behavior at long times. This asymptotic
behavior of the MSD allows us to infer the effective diffusion
coefficient Deff. (c) The effective tumble-rate Ω and the square
of center-of-mass velocity vc of an n-particle cluster scale as
∼ 1/n. The solid line is a guide to the eye. (d) We compare Deff
inferred from (b) with v2c/Ω obtained from (c), and find that the
effective diffusion coefficient Deff is indeed proportional to v2c/Ω
and is independent of the cluster size n, i.e., α ≈ 0.
particles in a single file:
〈∆x2〉= 1
ρ2
(ρu
ω
)3/2
G(ω t), (15)
where G is a scaling function with an asymptotic behavior
G(x)∼√x for x 1. Notice that, by the above conjecture,
we are anticipating that a single universal scaling function
would govern the MSD of tagged particles across parame-
ters and across the three models. How does this conjecture
compare with the actual dynamics of active particles?
In Fig. 7(a-c), we plot the MSD 〈∆x2〉 of tagged particles
for RTPs, ABPs and AOUPs as inferred from explicit numer-
ical simulations of the Langevin equations (1). This MSD
has a ballistic behavior (∼ t2) at short times and crosses
over to a sub-diffusive regime (∼ √t) at long times. This
crossover from ballistic to sub-diffusive dynamics occurs
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Fig. 7 The MSD of a tagged active particle 〈∆x2〉 calculated by numerically solving the Langevin equations (1) for various parameter
values in a system of N = 150 particles in the case of (a) RTPs, (b) ABPs and (c) AOUPs. We notice that 〈∆x2〉 shows a crossover
around t ∼ 1/ω from a ballistic regime (∼ t2) to a sub-diffusive regime (∼√t) in all three cases. In (d), we rescale the time t and 〈∆x2〉
as conjectured in (15) and find a remarkable scaling collapse, with the same scaling function, across all three models and for various
parameter values.
around t ∼ ω−1. Notice that we do not observe a diffu-
sive regime (∼ t) in between. This is due to the fact that
the parameters are such that typical collision rate between
active particles exceeds the rate at which their velocities
flip signs, i.e., ρu/ω  1. This is the regime of parameters
that leads to significant clustering.
We now plot the scaled MSD versus the scaled time in
Fig. 7(d) and observe a remarkable scaling across parame-
ters and the three models with the same universal scaling
function G as conjectured in equation (15). What is even
more remarkable is that there is a scaling collapse not just
at long-times (ωt 1) as suggested by our analysis of clus-
ter dynamics, but also at short times (ωt 1) wherein the
clusters display super-diffusive motion. This also indicates
that for x 1, the scaling function G(x)∼ x2. The observed
collapse of tagged particle MSD, Fig. 7(d), across param-
eters and the three models strongly supports our picture
of clusters acting as emergent particles in interacting ac-
tive particle systems. It also supports our idea that a single
dimensionless number, ρu/ω, essentially governs the dy-
namics of an active single-file. Note that, in addition to the
data shown in Fig. 7, we have studied the tagged particle
MSD for a much larger range of parameters and find the
same scaling behavior.
Two-point correlations
The interactions between the active particles in our simu-
lations are governed by the purely repulsive WCA poten-
tial given in equation (2). Yet, at high activity, the par-
ticles display clustering, indicating an effective attractive
interaction between them. This is a well known fact in
active particle systems which leads to the phenomenon of
motility-induced phase separation4–6. A measure of these
effective attractive interactions is the correlation functions
of the fluctuating density field ρˆ(x, t) =∑Ni=1 δ (x−xi(t)). We
define δ ρˆ(x, t) = ρˆ(x, t)−ρ and compute the two-point cor-
relation function C(x, t) = 〈δ ρˆ(x, t)δ ρˆ(0,0)〉 where ρ = N/L
is the mean particle-density in the system.
The static density-correlation, i.e., C(x,0), displays rich
structures, including several peaks resulting from particle
clustering as seen in Fig. 8(a-c). These peaks are simi-
lar to those seen in passive diffusing systems with attrac-
tive interactions41–44. Notice that the range of this effec-
tive attractive interaction spans several particle sizes. In
Fig. 8(d), we show that the static density-correlation func-
tions across the three different models collapse on top of
each other for equivalent activity parameters. In Fig. 8(e-
g), we plot C(x, t) for the three models of active particles
and find that this two-point dynamical correlation function
has an approximate scaling collapse, Fig. 8(h), of the form
C(x, t) =
1
(ω t)β
H
(
x
a (ω t)β
)
(16)
where β ≈ 0.6 is a scaling exponent and H is scaling func-
tion. Notice that the above scaling with time (∼ t0.6) should
be contrasted with the case of a single-file passive interact-
ing Brownian particles24,45. This non-diffusive scaling im-
plies that the density correlations retain the signatures of
activity even though the clusters exhibit diffusive motion
at long times.
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Fig. 8 Two-point correlation function C(x, t) of the fluctuating-density of active particles in RTPS (a,e), ABPs (b,f) and AOUPs (c,g).
We see from (a-c) that the static density correlation C(x,0) displays multiple peaks as a result of the clustering of active particles. We
find that, for equivalent parameters, C(x,0) for all three models lie on top of each other as seen in (d). In (a)-(d), we had ρ = 0.15,
u= 1.0 and N = 150. The dynamical density correlation C(x, t) for RTPs (e), ABPs (f) and AOUPs (g) shows an approximate scaling
collapse as indicated in equation (16) and shown in (h). In (e)-(h), we had ρ = 0.15, u= 1.0 and N = 900.
Discussion
All the scaling results that we have presented are obtained
by setting the translational diffusion constant D = 0 and
in the regime of high activity ρu/ω  1. If D = 0 but
ρu/ω  1, the active particles reorient before they en-
counter each other and this reduces the clustering signifi-
cantly. The tagged-particle MSD would then crossover from
a very short ballistic regime to a diffusive regime around
t ∼ ω−1, and then from this diffusive regime to a final
sub-diffusive regime around t ∼ ω/(ρu)2. In fact, asymp-
totically we would expect to have 〈∆x2〉 ∼
√
(u2/ω) t
ρ . The
other case with D 6= 0, and ρu/ω  1, would also reduce
the clustering of particles. In this case, we expect that the
tagged-particle MSD would display a diffusive to ballistic
to diffusive and finally to a sub-diffusive crossover with an
effective diffusion constant D+u2/(2ω) at long-times. For
this case, we have checked that the MSD of tagged active
particles does show universal scaling but only in the sub-
diffusive regime. Therefore, to underscore the effect of ac-
tivity in the collective dynamics, we have chosen to mostly
work in the ‘active regime’ and have set the bare transla-
tional diffusion constant to zero.
The aggregation of active particles into clusters occurs
when the velocity reorientation rate is small compared to
the rate at which the particles collide with each other. We
emphasize that, although large clusters appear in 1D, there
is no clustering transition or bulk phase segregation, and in
fact clusters of all sizes appear in the system as seen from
the trajectories in Fig. (1) and from the cluster size distri-
butions in Fig. (3). It is remarkable that a single dimen-
sionless combination (ρu/ω) sets the average cluster size
and also governs the scaling of the CSD across the three
models with the same scaling function. Since our active
particles are free to move in a one-dimensional continuous
line, rather than being confined to lattice positions22, they
can form dynamic motile clusters. The motility of these
clusters emerges from the intrinsic particle dynamics and
is not artificially imposed46. However, the centre-of-mass
velocity distributions of these clusters are different across
the three models with distinct features for each model. For
example, RTP clusters have a discrete set of possible val-
ues for vc and their distribution P(vc) has prominent peaks
at nonzero values that would survive any simple coarse-
grained description of the clusters. The scaling of the CSD
observed in the three models and for various parameters
(with the same scaling function) might be a distinctive fea-
ture of the single-file geometry rather than being some-
thing that could be observed across active particle models
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studied in higher dimensions47.
In the presence of excluded-volume interactions, the dy-
namical properties of interacting particles confined to one-
dimension is very different from that in two or three dimen-
sions. The exclusion interaction maintains the ordering of
the particles in a single file. Consequently, for example, in a
system of passive Brownian particles, the MSD of a tagged
particle is sub-diffusive (∼√t) at long times. This slowing
down of particle dynamics in a single file should be con-
trasted with that in the two or three dimensions where the
MSD of a tagged particle is always diffusive at long times.
The present study concerned a similar situation for active
particles. Our analysis of particle trajectories, such as those
in Fig.1, lead us to conclude that the effective degrees of
freedom in a single file of active particles are the clusters of
active particles. As such, using a heuristic theory, we were
able to link the effective flipping rate and the effective dif-
fusion coefficient of an isolated cluster of active particles to
the MSD of tagged particles in the single file. We found that
this heuristic analysis is able to suggest an asymptotic sub-
diffusive scaling (∼√t) for the MSD of tagged active parti-
cles which is indeed confirmed by the results of our numer-
ical simulations. In fact, the scaling ansatz was shown to
work even for earlier times wherein the clusters (and the
embedded particles) show super-diffusive dynamics.
Note that even though it looks like the one-dimensional
ordering of particles is enough to give ∼√t scaling for the
MSD of tagged particles, the existence of large motile clus-
ters marks a remarkable departure from passive diffusive
systems. This departure is quantitatively observed in the
1/
√ρ density dependence of tagged particle MSD for active
particles in contrast to 1/ρ dependence for passive particles
with similar repulsive interactions.
The activity induced effective attractive interactions
manifests in the appearance of multiple-peaks in the static
density-correlation function. For the case of dynamical cor-
relations, we observe an approximate scaling collapse. No-
tice that this scaling form is distinctly different compared
to the case of passive particles which have a diffusive dy-
namical density-correlation function. It remains unclear if
this approximate scaling implies that a single-file of active
particles would belong to the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang class of
nonequilibrium systems48.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a single file of
active particles has universal scaling relations for the dis-
tribution of clusters sizes, the mean-square displacement
of tagged particles and density correlations for various pa-
rameter values across the three models of RTPs, ABPs and
AOUPs. These scaling relations could possibly be tested in
experimental realizations of active particles, for instance in
vibrated granular media. We believe that our study opens
up new perspectives to understand scaling dynamics in sys-
tems of strongly interacting active particles.
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